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ASSOCIATION DIRECTORY 
2017 PORTFOLIOS 

 

President   

Jeff Morgan                    

ph 71831921 

mob 0432376348 

 

jeff5159@gmail.com 

president.saflyfishers@gmail.com 

 

 

Immediate past president & 

Membership  Officer 

 

Laurie Broomhead       

mob 0402054123 

 

lbroom55@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

Senior vice president 

& Fly Tying 

Grant White             

mob 0419441146 

g_white@internode.on.net 

grant.white@yna.com.au  (work) 

 

 

 

 

Social coordinator 

Ian Jolly   
Mob: 0417837475 

sjj50@bigpond.com 

 

 

 

Patron,  

Dr Peter Joseph 

AM 

 

 

 

 

 

Honorary Secretary  

David Herbert             

mob 0419849359  
 
dave.herbert@bigpond.com 

secretary.saflyfishers@gmail.com 
 

 

 

Honorary Treasurer 

John Dyer                    

mob 0417884368 

 

 

 

jl-sadyer@adam.com.au 

treasurer.saflyfishers@gmail.com 

 

 

Fees go to:-”SAFFA Treasurer, 

PO Box 489, North Adelaide 5006”.   

 

Electronic Banking details:-  

BankSA, “SA FlyFishers Assoc INC 

BSB 105-041, Acc no.176679040” 

 

SAFFA website: www.saflyfishers.asn.au/  

mailto:president.saflyfishers@gmail.com
mailto:sjj50@bigpond.com
mailto:secretary.saflyfishers@gmail.com
mailto:treasurer.saflyfishers@gmail.com
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Bulletin Editor &  

Membership  Records 

Richard Haymon       

mob 0439031922     

                               

haymon1@bigpond.com 

 

 

 

R.O. Wilson Memorial  

Library & RecFish SA  

Rep 

Doug Dadswell 

mob 0409846350 

 

dougdee@tpg.com.au 

 

 

 

Yacka manager 

Grant Cameron 

Mob 0428844938 

grant.gc10@gmail.com  

 

 

 

 

 

Fish Sales 

Tony Otworowski      

mob 0419 031842  

Otwor-

owski@bigpond.com 

 

 

 

Hatchery Operations  

Manager & 

Administration  

Bob Miller                 

ph 72207530 

mob 0408810736 

 

rmiller@adam.com.au    

 

Hatchery office               ph.83892293 

 

 

 

 

Stocking  

Coordinator 
Paul Kirkbride           

mob 0458294596 

 

paul.kirkbride@flinders.edu.au 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bar  at Socials 

John Synon  

Mob 0403341381 

 

jsynon@adam.com.au 

mailto:grant.gc10@gmail.com
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Diary of Association Events 

December 

13th, Social, Fly-casting  Comp & drinkies on CWA front lawn 

16th, Yacka weekend 

20th, Council meeting 

 

AGM on Wednesday February 21st 2018  

Please note that there is no January 2018 Bulletin, the next 

social meeting will be the AGM on February 21st 2018 - 

note this is the 3rd Wednesday, not the 2nd of the month, 

due to clashes in room bookings at the CWA. 
 

The SAFFA  council   would like 

to wish the membership and “our 

family” of land owners all the 

very best for the 

festive  

season ! 

 

South Australian Fly Fishers Association 

Next Social Meeting 

 Wednesday December 13th 
(Meetings are usually held at the Country Women’s Associa-

tion, 30, Dequetteville Terrace, Kent town (entry is from side road) 

 

Doors open @ 7pm, Bar opens @ 7.30pm,  

Meetings will commence promptly at 8.00pm) 
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PRESIDENT’S CASTS 
 

 

It’s nearly that time of year again, expecting Christmas presents from Santa? 

 

The arranging of trips to NZ or Tasmania, as things warm up here, are happen-

ing  in earnest, from conversations I overheard at our annual Christmas dinner, 

which was attended by 36 members.  

Huge thanks must go out to Elizabeth Herbert for the supply and cooking of the 

two turkeys for our feast. Also thanks to Marian Miller for creating some sweet 

delights and Ian Jolly for arranging the food and organising members, and to all 

other councilors and members who helped on the night. The event only comes 

together due to your ongoing support and assistance to make it a great night for 

all, and I must say it was very enjoyable this year! 

 

During a recent trip to Victorian High country (not fishing) I ran into the Presi-

dent and committee members of Australian Trout Foundation in the Mansfield 

Hotel. They had been attending a seminar put on by the Victorian Fisheries Au-

thority. They were excited about the guest speakers from NZ , local stakehold-

ers and local government officials and the huge effort the VFA have put into 

“Target One Million” project for fishing in general.  

The National Carp Control Program (NCCP) was discussed as well with the 

main stumbling block being the clean up process of a major fish kill.  

Adelaide will host a seminar on 6th February at the SA Sea Rescue Squad-

ron, West Beach from 6-8:00pm and its open to the general public. 
 

I know I have said it before but income from fishing licenses if reinvested in 

improvement of fishing can achieve great things, SA just needs to get our gov-

ernment officials to see the leadership shown in Victoria and what can be 

achieved. The link below will provide more information. 

https://vfa.vic.gov.au/recreational-fishing/target-one-million  

 

The AFT guys were very impressed in what is achieved at the SAFFA Hatchery 

and showed a lot of interest in our local waters and the SA fishery overall. 

 

Nominations are out for Council Members for 2018.  

We are always looking for new councilors to provide fresh input into the run-

ning of the club and here is your opportunity to have your say, and participate. 

We have a few retiring counselors so step up and help shape SAFFAs future. 

 

Have a great Christmas and drive safe.    Jeff Morgan  

https://vfa.vic.gov.au/recreational-fishing/target-one-million
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2017 SAFFA XMAS Drinks  

and Casting Competition -  
 

Wednesday December 13th at the CWA 
 

 

Our final Social for 2017 is our traditional XMAS drinks and casting  

 

competition on the front lawns of the CWA, commencing at 6pm.  

 

Please bring your own rod and reel and most importantly your drinks.  

 

It is not obligatory to participate in the casting competition but don’t be  

 

shy as it is a lot of fun and prizes will be awarded to the top three point 

 

scorers. 

 

  Ian Jolly 
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NOTICE OF SAFFA ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

 

To be held at the Country Women’s Association,  

30 Dequetteville Terrace, SA 5067. 

 

      @ 7.30 pm on Wednesday 21st  February 2018 

Note this is the 3rd Wednesday, not the 2nd of the month,  

 

AGENDA 
1) Welcome by the President. 

 

2) Apologies for non- attendance. 

 

3) Minutes of the previous A.G.M. to be read and confirmed. 

 

4) President’s Report………………….adoption of the report. 

 

5) Treasurer’s Report………………….adoption of the report. 

 

6) To deal with any special matters which Council desires to bring before the  

               members  (clause 16 F). 

 

7) To consider any member’s motions for which 28 days notice has been received 

               and other suggestions from members (clause 16 F & 17). 

 

8) Appointment of a returning officer. 

 

9) Appointment of…………………...        President 

                                                                     Senior Vice President 

                                                                     Junior Vice President 

                                                                     Honorary Secretary 

                                                                     Honorary Treasurer 

                                                                     Eight Council Members 

10) Appointment of a Public Officer. 

 

11) Appointment of an Auditor. 

 

12) General Business. 

 

13) Closure of meeting. 

 

ALL MEMBERS MOTIONS OR SUGGESTIONS FOR THE MEETING ARE 

TO BE WITH THE SECRETARY NO LATER THAN 10 th JANUARY 2018 
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If you are interested in becoming a SAFFA Council member for 2018 please complete 

this form and return to the Secretary no later than 10
h
 January 2018 

 

 

NOMINATIONS FOR  

SAFFA COUNCIL 2018 

 

 
  

 Name of Nominee (print): ………………… 

 

 Signature of Nominee:...…………………… 

 

          Date:…………………………………………. 

 

Council  Position:…………………………… 

 

 Proposed by (print):………………………… 

 

 Signature:…………………………………… 

 

 Seconded by (print):………………………… 

 

 Signature:…………………………………… 

 
 
 

Nominations to be with the Secretary no later than 

10th January, secretary.saflyfishers@gmail.com 

 

 

mailto:secretary.saflyfishers@gmail.com
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Membership Fees 2018  
 

Membership fees for 2018 were discussed at the August 

Council meeting and a decision was made to maintain 

them at $180.00 per annum for Ordinary and Provisional 

Members and $90.00 per annum for Country and Veteran 

Members.  

 

The Yacka Key Fee remains unchanged at $15.00 per  

annum. 

 

It is important to note that until  last years rise, fees had 

been maintained at $170.00 and $85.00 for over 3 years, 

despite the increases in operating expenses. 

 

This year the Association will be invoicing for Membership 

Fees and invoices will be forwarded to members on 

1/9/2017.  

 

Should you not receive an invoice please contact the  

Treasurer. 
 

 

Payment of Membership Fees is due  

by 30
th

 September 2017. 

 

 

John Dyer, Hon Treasurer  
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SAFFA FLY TYING 

Clouser Deep Minnow 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hook: standard length or 1x long, sizes 6 to 1/0 

Thread: flat waxed nylon, white or a colour to match back 

Eyes: bead chain, lead eyes or Dazl-Eyes 

Belly: white buck-tail or synthetic fibres 

Flash: Krystal Flash; silver, gold or pearl 

Back: buck-tail or synthetic fibres; chartreuse, tan, grey or a colour 

 to match the natural 

 

Bob Clouser tied the first Clouser Deep Minnows to catch smallmouth bass on the Sus-

quehanna River during 1987. They were tied on size 2 hooks, using buck-tail for the 

belly and back, and the length of the flies was 45 mm to match the length of the most 

popular buck-tail jigs being used for bass. During 1989, Lefty Kreh first wrote about 

Bob’s fly thereby introducing it to the public. Subsequently it has been tied in a large 

range of sizes for use in both fresh and salt water to catch many species of fish; at a 

later date, Lefty Kreh reported that he had caught more than eighty six species on 

Clousers. 

 

Bob uses standard length or 1x long hooks for most species in fresh or salt water, and 

ties the wing so it extends one to one and a half shank lengths beyond the bend. Bob 

believes that trout tend to nip at the tail of a fly so he uses 4x long hooks and ties the 

wing so it extends only half a shank length beyond the bend. 
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Fly tying cont. 
 

Tying Procedures 

 

The fly in the photo sequence 

was tied using buck-tail fibres, 

on a size 2 Mustad 34007 hook, 

with extra small lead eyes 

(about 1/60 once) and the fin-

ished fly is about 70 mm long. 

In South Australia this size of 

fly is useful for a number of the 

inshore species as it is approxi-

mately the size of commonly 

encountered baitfish. 

 

 

Start the thread a little forward 

of the midpoint of the shank and 

form a small bump of thread 

against which the eyes will be 

tied.  

For a 1x long hook form the 

bump about a third shank length 

behind the eye and for longer 

shanked hooks form the bump 

further forward on the hook, 

remembering to leave plenty of 

room for the head of the fly 

 

 

Place the eyes on top of the  

shank, against the bump, and 

secure with about a dozen cross 

wraps. To further tighten the 

wraps make several tight hori-

zontal wraps between the eyes 

and the shank. Spiral wrap the 

thread to near the eyes and back 

to midway between the lead 

eyes and the eye of the hook. 

To make the fly more durable, 

place head cement on the wraps 

securing the eyes and also a 

little on the spiral wraps around 

the shank. 
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Fly tying cont. 
 

 

Cut a bunch of fibres, 

about 1/2 the thickness of 

a pencil, from your buck-

tail, remove any short 

fibres from the butts and 

even the tips if required. 

Trim the butts so the 

clump of fibres will be 

about 2½ times the length 

of the shank. Hold the 

clump of fibres on top of 

and slightly to your side 

of the shank so the butts 

reach almost to the eye of 

the hook. Make the first 

turn at the half-way point between the eyes and the hook eye and then make further firm 

wraps toward the hook eye to secure the butts of the fibres, return the thread almost to 

the first turn. 

 

Note: the buck-tail fibres should not be bound down all the way back to the eyes. 

 

 

 

 

Pull the buck-tail fibres 

back and down over the 

eyes, make a single turn 

of thread under the eyes 

and immediately behind 

the eyes make 3 close 

turns around the fibres 

and the shank. Then 

make spiral wraps to the 

rear of the shank where 

you make 3 close turns 

before making spiral 

turns to the rear of the 

eyes. Take the thread in a 

single turn under the eyes 

to return the thread to the initial tie in point of the buck-tail fibres. 
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Fly tying cont. 
 

Invert the hook in your 

vice. Select 8 to 12 

strands of Krystal 

Flash and tie them on 

so they reach about 10 

mm beyond the end of 

the buck-tail fibres; 

bend the ends of the 

Krystal Flash which 

are hanging over the 

hook eye back over the 

eyes and secure with a 

few turns of thread. 

The turned back 

strands of Krystal 

Flash are trimmed so 

they reach to near the bend of the book. 

 

 

 

Select a clump of  

fibres, similar in size to 

the belly clump, from 

the buck-tail chosen 

for the back. Remove 

waste fibres as before 

and trim to the same 

length as the belly fi-

bres. Holding the butts 

in a similar position as 

when you tied on the 

belly fibres use the 

same technique to tie 

on the back fibres tak-

ing care to wrap over 

the same area as for the belly. Use sufficient wraps to form a neat head then finish of 

with hitches or a whip finish. 

If using two colours for the back each clump should be about half the size used when 

making a single coloured back. 

 

Epoxy or Sally Hanson’s Hard as Nails can be used to seal the head and the area around 

the eyes. Apply the epoxy or cement to the head area of the fly and also coat the belly 

fibres back to and around the eyes. Two coats of epoxy or several coats of Sally Han-

son’s produce a better result than attempting to do it with a single coat.  
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Using Buck-tail 

 

The hair from the top 2/3 of the buck-tail doesn’t flare much when being tied into the fly 

so it produces the best Clousers. When removing the hair from the tail pull the fibres 

outwards so they are at a right angle to the skin before cutting them. Hold the clump of 

hair by the tips and gently remove any short fibres from the butts. Don’t use a hair 

stacker to even the tips of the fibres; any excessively long fibres may be pulled out and 

discarded or alternatively they can be replaced in the clump so the tips are more even.  

Always use sparse bunches of buck-tail fibres for your Clousers so the tips are free to 

move thereby better suggesting life in the fly. It is also important that some of the flash 

material extends beyond the tips of the buck-tail. 

 

Some Popular Colour Combinations 

 

GRAY/WHITE         back - gray, centre - rainbow krystal flash, belly - white 

TAN/WHITE         back - tan, centre - gold krystal flash, belly - white  

BLUE/WHITE         back - dark blue, centre - pearl krystal flash, belly- white  

CHARTREUSE/WHITE        back - chartreuse, centre - pearl or rainbow krystal flash, 

belly - white  

CHARTREUSE/YELLOW      back - chartreuse, centre - gold krystal flash, belly - yel-

low  

PINK/WHITE         back - pink, centre - pearl krystal flash, belly - white 
RED/WHITE         back - red (extends only to bend of hook) over white, 
centre – pearl 

       krystal flash, belly - white 
 
Fishing It 
 
A strip and pause retrieve is very effective because the weighted eyes cause the fly to 
dip at each pause and the fly is never static in the water.  
Allowing the fly to sink to the required depth and then using a slow to fast continuous 
retrieve is highly effective on some species. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Copyright © Gordon 

Brooks 2012 
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South Australia’s  

 

best chalkstream? 
 

 

 

“A little quiz about a 

stream Tony O and I  

visited recently – some-

where in this state. 

 

 - Now, you eagle eyed 

guys and gals out there,  

 

where were these  

photos taken?” 

Neil Charter 

(“Huge” prize of umm??? 

for the first correct  

answer.) 
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-From our erstwhile Irish correspondent, Chris Paris, now lurking 

disturbingly in Australia, and wending his way onto Tasmania, and 

eventually NZ - well, you can’t say I didn’t warn you!! 
 

“Hi Richard, 

 

It was good to catch up at the November social and the Yacka weekend. 

I’d been reluctant to write about my recent fishing in the UK and Ireland 

as I’d mainly been coarse fishing apart from a couple of blank days on 

the Nith, in SW Scotland, casting flies more in hope than expectation for 

a salmon. But you’ve convinced me that some members may be interest-

ed to hear about my roach fishing trip in late September, down in lovely 

Dorset.  

 

I was back as a guest at the private estate lake where I’d had some great 

fishing over the previous few years, including personal best carp and 

pike on fly. This time we were fishing for roach. These are very popular 

fish in the UK, mainly caught on bait though they will take a fly. Any-

thing over two pounds is considered a specimen and roach over 3lb are 

few and very far between. We were fishing small ledgered “boilies” to 

an area that we’d burleyed heavily about 50 metres away.  I’d had three 

carp over 20lb on my trip last year doing exactly the same thing, and two 

had taken my light line to the stopper knot on my fixed spool reel, so I 

nearly lost those.  

 

I was using slightly heavier gear this time, in case of any accidental carp 

hook-ups, with bigger reels holding much more line. But the day was 

very brought and sunny so 

we really weren’t expecting 

much. Inevitably, perhaps, I 

hooked another big Carp 

within the first hour! This 

one would have definitely 

broken me on the gear I had 

the previous year, as it took 

over 50 metres of  line on 

its first run. I’d got that 

back, plus a bit, when it all 

got locked up in a lily pad.  
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Fortunately the owner was there 

and he got his boat and rowed me 

out to the fish, where pressure 

from above its head got it moving 

and we were able to net it. Back 

on dry land it turned the scales to 

just over 27 lbs – a new personal 

best – and was carefully returned 

so it’ll be 30 when caught the 

next time.  

 

 

I was delighted to get a lovely 

Roach the next day, however, and 

at 2 lbs 4 oz this was my biggest 

from the lake. 

 

 

 

 

Less delightful, though another personal best, was the Bream of 10 lbs 

 2 oz that I had later in the day.  

It is sometimes said that bream 

fight about as hard as a brown 

paper bag. This one didn’t go 

that well at all – it just seemed to 

want to swim towards the land-

ing net to get it all over with 

quickly.  

These are not the prettiest of fish 

but I think you’ll agree they look 

well enough in the photos.  

 

 - By the time this is printed I’ll have been to Sydney and returned to  

Adelaide. My fingers are crossed that I’ll have a story to tell 

about Sydney harbour salmon and kingfish.”    

       Chris P 
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Library December 2017. 

Book Review 
 

Hi guys, if you haven’t decided yet what your nearest and dearest should 

give you for Xmas, or what new fishing related gift you are going to give 

yourself, then I have just the selection for you.  

Last month Peter Joseph donated to the R.O. Wilson Library “Fly Fish-

ing“ by David Anderson, “Places to Catch Trout in Australia and New 

Zealand.”  

 

David Anderson has been a fly fisherman for 40 years and also a profes-

sional photographer. The evidence of his skill as a photographer is illus-

trated in this book with a collection of beautiful photos of places we 

would all love to go to and to fish. Mostly the photos are of fly fishermen 

in impossibly small over grown and rocky creeks pulling out beautiful 

(often small) rainbows and browns. 

 

David prefers the challenge of fishing these small difficult creeks rather 

than casting/flogging a wide expanse of water in the hope of attracting a 

much bigger fish. He has specialized in fishing tight waters and writes 

about the gear you need to operate in an overgrown forest cave. He uses 

2 and 3 weight rods and discusses the various brands available on the 

market and which he uses with which type of line. (I hadn’t realized that 

the fly line companies like RIO, Scientific Angler, and Airflow have up 

to 7 different types of lines within each weight). David relates his experi-

ences of testing rods, lines and reals in all the permutations. As he says 

“Whatever line you get, the first priority should be to match it to the rod.  

Get this right and even a cheap rod will sing. Get it wrong and the great-

est rod could be near useless.” And of course, within each weight rod 

many companies have rods with different characteristics. David has de-

scriptions of a lot of these rods and their characteristics. 

 

But it’s not just about rods reels and lines, there is a lot of discussion on 

fishing (twigging) everywhere from Barrington Tops through NSW high 

country, the Monaro, North East Victoria and Tasmania, as well as New 

Zealand. David Anderson makes it all sound pretty easy but years of spe-

cializing in these difficult conditions have given him a wealth of 

knowledge which he passes on in this book. 
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You might think that this book doesn’t relate to fishing here in South 

Australia, but you can only think that if you haven’t got your fly tangled 

in a gum tree behind or above you.   

Someone told me when I first joined SAFFA that if you learn to fish well 

in South Australia with all the reedy banks and black berries etc then 

fishing will be a piece of cake anywhere else you go.  

You can borrow this book from the library but I already have a few peo-

ple putting their name down already so it may not be available for a little 

while. 

 

Doug Dadswell  
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And for those fly tyers who don’t have enough to do over summer, 

another Gordon Brooks pattern, that’ll be useful off our beaches:- 

Glass Minnow 
Hook: saltwater hook, standard shank-length, sizes 2/0 to 1, some 

 times to 6 

Thread: flat waxed nylon; or clear monofilament thread 

Body: silver Mylar, overwrapped with clear 6 to 20 kg monofilament 

Wing: white buck-tail, calf-tail or synthetic topped with coloured buck

 tail, calf-tail or synthetic and a single strand of silver Mylar on 

 each side 

Head: thread same colour as top wing 

Eyes: painted white with black pupil or stick eyes, silver with black 

 pupil 

 

In the mid 70’s this was known as the Mono Fly. The Glass Minnow rep-

resents a host of small baitfish, which in the USA are called glass min-

nows. Glass minnows are found in estuaries and the open sea and are 

rarely longer than 65mm. 

In the early 80’s I caught Australian salmon, Australian herring, silver 

trevally, snook and red mullet on this pattern with a blue topping to the 

wing. Squid fell all over the fly but very rarely were they landed on the 

single hook. 
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Fly tying cont. 
 

Tying Procedures 
 

 

 

Wind a firm thread base 

from behind the eye to op-

posite the barb. Tie in a 

length of silver Mylar at the 

rear of the body. Advance 

the thread to 3mm behind 

the eye. 

 

 

 

 

 

Tie in the monofilament on 

top of the shank about 3 

mm behind the eye and bind 

it on top of the shank to op-

posite the barb. Return the 

thread to 3mm behind the 

eye. 

 

 

 

 

Wind the Mylar, without 

any gaps, to the hanging 

thread and secure with a 

couple of turns of thread, 

trim waste. Wind the mono-

filament over the Mylar in 

touching turns and secure it 

under the shank with a few 

tight turns. 
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Fly tying cont. 
 

Select a slim bunch of white 

buck-tail fibres, pull them per-

pendicular to the tail and cut 

them off close to the skin. 

Grasp the fibres by the tips 

and remove any under fur and 

short fibres from the butts. 

Cut the butts from the fibres 

so that the wing extends no 

more than a shank length be-

yond the bend and tie them on 

top of the shank taking care to 

keep the butts clear of the eye. 

 

Select a slim bunch of the 

chosen topping buck-tail fi-

bres, process them the same as 

in the previous step and tie 

them in on top of the lower 

wing. 

To stop fibres pulling out 

while fishing the fly, in this 

and the preceding step, use a 

bodkin to poke a little head 

cement into the first 3mm of 

the butts before tying the 

wings to the shank. 

 

 

Tie a broad strip of silver My-

lar, extending along the mid-

line of the wing, on each side, 

trim the Mylar to just beyond 

the bend. Form a neat head 

with the tying thread and fin-

ish. 

Lately I have been using 2 to 

4 thinner strips of Mylar on 

each side in place of the single 

broad strip. 
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Fly tying cont. 

 

Apply head cement and when dry, paint or stick on some eyes and recoat with 

head cement. 

 

 

Comments 

 

The coloured upper part of the wing should contain less fibres than the white 

part, as glass minnows are almost transparent with a slightly darker back and as 

they move the shine is the feature which makes them stand out. 

 

In South Australian waters I’ve found that a blue topping is very good, with 

grey, tan and olive also being quite useful on occasions. 

 

Fishing It 

 

The preferred retrieve is an erratic strip followed by a pause to imitate the mo-

tion of the baitfish; at other times the fastest possible retrieve can be the most 

effective. Always allow the fly to sink to the same depth as the fish before be-

ginning the retrieve. 

 

Copyright © Gordon Brooks 2012 
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People often ask for a simple explanation of "Marketing." 
  

* You're a woman and you see a handsome guy at a party. You go up to 

him and say, "I'm fantastic in bed." That's Direct Marketing. 

 

* You're at a party with a bunch of friends and see a handsome guy. 

One of your friends goes up to him and, pointing at you, says, 

"She's fantastic in bed." That's Advertising. 

 

* You see a handsome guy at a party. You go up to him and get his 

telephone number. The next day you call and say, "Hi, I'm fantastic 

in bed." That's Telemarketing. 

 

* You see a guy at a party; you straighten your dress. You walk up 

to him and pour him a drink. You say, "May I?" and reach up to 

straighten his tie, brushing your breast lightly against his arm, 

and then say, "By the way, I'm fantastic in bed." That's Public Relations. 

 

* You're at a party and see a handsome guy. He walks up to you and 

says, "I hear you're fantastic in bed." That's Brand Recognition. 

 

*You're at a party and see a handsome guy. He fancies you, but you 

talk him into going home with your friend. That's a Sales Rep. 

 

* Your friend can't satisfy him so he calls you. That's technical support. 

 

* You're on your way to a party when you realize that there could be 

handsome men in all these houses you're passing, so you climb onto 

the roof of one situated towards the center and shout at the top of 

your lungs, "I'm fantastic in bed!" That's Facebook. 

 

* You are at a party; this older man walks up to you and 

grabs your ass.  That's Donald Trump. 

 

* You didn't mind it, but twenty years later your attorney decides 

you were offended and you are awarded a settlement. 

       That's America ! 
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Good spotting, John Synon. 
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Current Green-Card Holders     

      

     Name       Started      Telephone 

 
Adam Saunders 2016 0439847863 

Ashley Dean 2015 0401158550 

Brendon Coventry 2015 0419806682 

Christoper Chapman 2015 0428113784 

Darren Roylett 2015 0488001064 

Drew Bridges 2016 0487298745 

Drew Strawbridge 2016   

Graham Giles 2016 0427967280 

Hank Delen 2016 0418812973 

Jock Mc Dougall 2016  0427281157 

Kate Grundy 2016 0406112334 

Nate Clark 2016 0411856329 

Ned Ziesing 2016 0402563394 

Oscar Brumby-Rendell 2016 0409196276 

Peter Morrison 2016 0419811578 

Victor Petrovic 2017 0421247955 

Paul Douglas 2017 ???? 

Robert Wharton 2017 0427845055 

Clive White 2017 0418815339 
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YACKA NEWS 
“The Bill Lade Yacka Railway Fettlers Cottages” 

 November Yacka weekend. 
 

A fine finish to a fantastic 2017 season at Yacka ! 

 

Despite the 30 degree plus heat Grant White and Ian Jolly (along with 

several other members) attended the November Yacka weekend.  

 

As expected, the heat made the fishing tough but Grant caught a yearling 

Rainbow from the Junction Pool on Trengrove's property on the Saturday 

morning.  

On the Saturday afternoon trout were seen rising in the pool under the 

road bridge at Yacka but despite the best efforts of Geoff Bickley and 

Grant they couldn’t be tempted to take a dry fly and finally spooked after 

about 30 minutes.  

 

On the Sunday morning Geoff, Grant and I ventured to Shaun Mill’s 

property and I caught a 2-3 pound Rainbow from the Ford Pool  

downstream of the “Yacka Yacht Club” Pool.  
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Don’t forget that everyone  must ring and SPEAK TO Chris Heinjus, should they 

wish to enter and  fish his back-country property. 

This is a safety issue as he has shooters regularly  on his property now. The  area 

covered by this is down-stream of Tom and Sarah Ashby's, where the pipeline 

crosses the river , right down to the  pool just above the Bikie pool.  

 

This fish (see photo below) was the culmination of an excellent Yacka 

season for  Grant and I. A season in which neither of us “blanked” in the 

seven Yacka weekends we attended ! 

 

This was in a large part due to the excellent stocking outcomes from the 

last 2-3 years - all fish caught were in great condition.  

 

It was also due to the deadliness of “Grants Bugger” which accounted for 

most of our fish during the year - tying details are in the October 2016 

Bulletin. 

 

 Ian Jolly  
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R.O. Wilson Memorial Library News 
Our SAFFA library contains an extensive and valued collection  of books, CD’s & 

DVD’s. We also subscribe to magazines, and keep maps of fishing locations of SAFFA 

waters.  The library is open for browsing and borrowing on social evenings. New books 

are constantly being added and suggestions for additional purchases are always wel-

come. 
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P Begg Dr C   82719730 O Hasanica J   82955869 

O Begg Dr M   83449237 O Haymon R   0439031922 

O Bell C   83841093 V Healey R   0413581720 

O Boag A   85366274 RIP Helps C   82622329 

V Boyce  C   83321994 V Helps D   83706125 

O Brooks G   83523025 P Herbert E   85227651 

O Broomhead L   0402054123 O Horton F   0427554615 

HL Brown  R   0363912019 O Hosking M   82813856 

O  Burgess M   0419432245 O James R   83844433 

O Calmels P   0415400351 HL Jones B   83370004 

O Cameron G   82635159 O Jones C   83370004 

O Chadbourne. K   83574323 O Joseph M   83448017 

O Charter N   0409996166 O Joseph Dr P   83622900 

V Cheesman B   83816478 O Kerr G   0412810677 

V Colmer D   82580883 O Kirkbride P   0458294596 

O Conway T   83365473 V Kotlarski G   84494498 

O Cowen L   82973218 V Kowaliw B   83564019 

P Cowling B   0431641032 O Kowaliw D   0413800115 

V Cramond L   82431143 V Lade B   82711327 

O Crowley S   0411406806 HL Lanthois D   85531483 

O Csortan J   0417894044 O Lawrie G   0421639758  

O David Dr D   82671466 O Lee B   82932304 

P Denton M   0417026227 HL Lofts J   82987384 

C Dowding I   88232811 O Maddern I   83730830 

C Drew K   85835172 HL Maxwell J   71276815 

H Dunstan Lady  B  P McArthur A   0437069217 

P Dyer J   0417884368 O Mead G   83764537 

V Egerton G   83837145 P Meakin P   0409699946 

V Eley D   82643623 O Miles D   83872849 

P  Engel D   0417518721 O Miller B   0424354720 

O Ferguson A   0418832712 O Miller R   72207530 

O Fitzgerald I   0401770003 O Mitchell G   83899272 

P Forrester S   0405451665 O Morgan J   0410665019 

C Franke J   88376331 HL Morrissy N   0893823581 

O Frisby R   82589444 HL Murden R   82587392 

O Fuge G   82816861 V Nation B   82655159 

P Goodings N   0418830398 O Nichols C   82969239 

P Goodman B   0459471694 O Nicholls P   82786657 

V Grunert K   83362784 P Nihill G   83386163 

V Hannaford R   82712930 P O'Donnell E   0427777881 

C Hantken L   88342137 O Otworowski T   82785761 

ASSOCIATION DIRECTORY 
P Banford, D 0412949851 O Haymon, R 0439031922 

O Begg, Dr C 8271 9730 V Healey, R 0413 581 720 

O Begg, Dr M 8344 9237 V Helps, D 8370 6125 

O Bickley, G 0407793231 O Henderson, J 0417800268 

P Booth, M 0400686146 O Herbert, D 0419849359 

V Boyce, C 0418 804 889 O Herbert, E 0409 505 205 

O Brooks, G 8352 3025 O Horton, F 0427 554 615 

O Broomhead, L 0402 054 123 O Hosking, M 8281 3856 

HL Brown, R 0427643773 V James, R   

O Cameron, G 8263 5159 O Jolly, I 0417837475 

V Chadbourne, K 8357 4323 HL Jones, B RIP 

O Charter, N 0409 996 166 C Jones, C 8337 0004 

V Cheesman, B 0418 807 067 O Joseph, M 8344 8017 

P Chewter, C 0433631177 O Joseph, P 8362 2900 

V Colmer, D 8258 0883 O Ker, G 0412 810 677 

O Conway, T 8336 5473 P Kirkbride, P 0458 294 596 

O Cowen, L 8297 3218 P Kloeden, T 0419 990 935 

V Cramond, L 8243 1143 V Kotlarski, G 8449 4498 

O Csortan, J 0417 894 044 V Kowaliw, B 8356 4019 

P Dadswell, D 0409846350 O Kowaliw, D 0413 800 115 

O Denton, M 0417 026 227 HL Lade, B  RIP 

C Dowding, I 8823 2811 P Lang, S 0411 025 064 

O Dudley, M 042 195 5907 HL Lanthois, D 8553 1483 

H Duncan, P   O Lawrie, G 8562 3297 

H Dunstan, Lady B   HL Lofts, J 8298 7384 

O Dyer, J 0417 884 368 O Maddern, I 8373 0830 

O Easton, D 0487302737 P Mattson, C 0497633946 

V Eley, D 0400885847 L Maxwell, J 7127 6815 

O Engel, D 0417 518 721 O McArthur, A 0437 069 217 

O Ferguson, A 0418 832 712 P McCullough, R 0447924624 

O Fitzgerald, I 0401 770 003 O Mead, G 0418 812 750 

O Foley, N 0408812033 P Meakin, P 0409 699 946 

P Forrester, S 0405 451 665 O Miller, B 0424 354 720 

C Franke, J 8837 6331 O Miller, M 8388 8714 

P Frankish, J 0431859366 HL Miller, R 7220 7530 

O Frisby, R 8258 9444 O Mitchell, G 8389 9272 

O Fuge, G 8281 6861 O Morgan, J 0432376348 

V Grunert, K 8336 2784 HL Morrissy, N 0437 288 619 

V Hannaford, R 8271 2930 HL Murden, R 8258 7392 

P Harkiss, I 0431301671 V Nicholls, P 0438172254 

P Harvey, K 0405 761 538 V Nichols, C 8296 9239 

P Hasanica, D 0490 024 038 O Otworowski, T 0419031842 

O Hasanica, J 8295 5869 O Palin, S 0407975358 
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If yer ain’t fishing, 

Yer ain’t livin. 

O Peek, D  — O Tedesco, W 8538 5135 

C Pfeiffer, L 0400 035 871 P Tedmanson, P 0429 954 901 

O Proud, R 8332 5152 C Terry, G 8570 8318 

O Quinn, R 8365 6655 HL Thomas, C 8188 0202 

C Richardson, T 0477 315 473 O Trebilcock, S 0409 966 635 

P Rohrig, W 8337 6348 O Turner, M 8298 1119 

O Rowlands, P 8338 4840 O Vickery, M 0458 611 855 

O Rutter, A 0412419230 HL Wallman, R 8267 2076 

O Schapel, P 8370 8656 P Ward, P J 0428373490 

V Schultz, D 8271 0791 O Webber, P 0424058726 

O Stockle, R 8251 1947 O White, G 0419441146 

P Skovberg M 0416736342 O Williams, B 0407614084 

P Struik, J 0414 655 564 O Williams, P 8370 4716 

V Sutton, J 8862 1353    

P Szczerba, A 0431 579 899    

      

      

HL Hon. Life     

H Honorary  P Provisional  

J Junior  V Veteran  

O Ordinary  C Country  


